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ditorial
s exercise-related QT interval shortening with a peaked T wave a specific
lectrocardiographic finding of pheochromocytoma?

cantly higher in pheochromocytoma patients compared to healthy
controls [21]. Reexamination of treadmill exercise test after bilat-
eral adrenalectomy is helpful in confirming association between
pheochromocytoma and short QT interval with a peaked T wave.

Table 1
Secondary causes of short QT interval in clinical practice.

Hyperkalemia
Hypercalcemia
eywords:
hort QT syndrome
ong QT syndrome
heochromocytoma

The QT interval is an indirect scale of the time between ventri-
ular depolarization and repolarization. Both markedly-abnormal
ong and short QT intervals are associated with an increased risk for
udden cardiac death due to life-threatening ventricular arrhyth-
ia [1]. Long QT syndrome (LQTS) is characterized by prolonged
T interval on the surface electrocardiogram (ECG) and is associ-
ted with malignant arrhythmia leading to syncope, cardiac arrest,
nd sudden death [2]. LQTS can be subclassified into congenital and
cquired forms. Genetic testing can identify a mutation in 50–75%
f clinically affected patients with congenital LQTS, as well as some
atients with acquired LQTS [3]. Thirteen genetic forms of LQTS
ave been described, and the most prevalent forms are LQT1 and
QT2 (due to mutations in potassium channels), and LQT3 (due to a
odium channel mutation) [1,4]. The acquired form of LQTS is more
ommon than the congenital form; risk factors include use of QT-
rolonging drugs, hypokalemia, bradycardia, and genetic variations

n ion channel genes [5,6].
Short QT syndrome (SQTS) is characterized by abbreviated QT

ntervals and an increased susceptibility to arrhythmia and sudden
eath [7]. We analyzed 12,149 ECGs that had been recorded at our
ospital for cardiac examination and demonstrated that the QTc

ntervals of 2 standard deviations below the mean were 354 ms
n males and 364 ms in females, respectively [8]. Therefore, QTc
350 ms for males and 360 ms for females should be considered
short QT interval. The hereditary short QT syndrome is a genetic

yndrome and five different genes encoding the potassium and cal-
ium channels have been implicated in the pathogenesis of SQTS
9–12]. Gain of function mutations in patients in the KCNH2 [9],
CNQ1 [10], and KCNJ2 [11] genes generate SQT1, SQT2, and SQT3

orms of SQTS. Loss of function missense mutations of the CACNA1C
12] and CACNB2 [12] genes encoding the �1 and �2b subunits of
he L-type calcium channel give rise to SQT4 and SQT5, respectively.
eanwhile, several conditions are known as secondary causes
f short QT interval: hyperkalemia, hypercalcemia, hyperthermia,
cidosis, effect of catecholamine or acetylcholine, chronic fatigue
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Open access u
syndrome, use of digitalis, and abbreviation of QT interval related
to activation of KATP current (Table 1) [13–16].

In this issue of Journal of Cardiology Cases, Gungor et al. report
the case of a MEN2 male patient with exercise-related QT inter-
val shortening with a peaked T wave [17]. The resting ECG showed
normal QTc interval of 394 ms. However, the patient complained
of dizziness and flushing during the treadmill exercise test and
then showed QTc shortening of 309 ms and slowing of the heart
rate of 56 bpm at second minute of recovery phase. Then, the
patient was diagnosed as having MEN2 by endocrine examina-
tion and computed tomography scan, and underwent bilateral
open adrenalectomy and total thyroidectomy. Histological findings
showed bilateral pheochromocytoma and medullary thyroid carci-
noma. Because previous study of the QT interval in recovery after
exercise reported that the 2nd percentiles for the QTc using the
Bazett formula at 2 min recovery was 393 ms [18], the patient’s QTc
interval at 2 min recovery was obviously short.

Several reasons were considered to explain the shortening
of the QT interval with a peaked T wave after exercise in this
patient. One explanation for this finding is augmentation of the
sympathetic nerve activity. Several studies reported that the
effect of catecholamine is one of the secondary causes of short
QT interval [13,19,20]. Gungor et al. speculated that acute and
massive catecholamine release caused a direct toxic effect on
myocytes which resulted in these electrocardiographic changes
[17]. The plasma catecholamine during exercise test in this
patient was not measured but is thought to have increased,
because a previous study reported that the post-exercise levels
of epinephrine and the epinephrine/dopamine ratio were signifi-
Hyperthermia
Acidosis
Effect of catecholamine
Activation of KACh

Paradoxical shortening of the QT interval
Activation of KATP

Chronic fatigue syndrome
Digitalis
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n contrast, conflicting studies were reported regarding whether
atecholamine shortened absolute QT and corrected QT intervals:
heochromocytoma may induce QT prolongation [22], and exoge-
ously administered epinephrine and isoproterenol cause minor
Tc prolongation in normal healthy individuals [23]. The other
xplanation is deceleration-dependent shortening of QT interval
13,24]. Several reports showed patients with shortening of QT
nterval associated with a decrease in heart rate [24,25]. The patient
n this study presented sinus bradycardia in recovery after exercise
robably due to vasovagal reflex. Augmentation of the sympathetic
erve activity during exercise could cause excessive left ventricu-

ar contractions which resulted in vasovagal reflex thorough the
eft ventricular mechanoreceptor. Activation of the IKACh caused by
arasympathetic stimuli to the heart could be associated with a
hortening of the action potential duration. Interestingly, a loss of
unction mutation in the KCNJ5 gene which encodes the IKACh chan-
el subunit Kir3.4 was recently identified in congenital long QT
yndrome [26]. Finally, it is important that gene analysis should be
erformed to test whether the patient has congenital short QT syn-
rome or not, and to detect mutations in the RET proto-oncogene
hich is a major gene responsible for MEN2.

Transient peaked T waves and shortening of QT interval during
xercise stress testing in this issue are interesting findings and may
rovide an early clue for undiagnosed pheochromocytoma. It is nec-
ssary to elucidate the detailed mechanism and accumulate more
heochromocytoma patients with similar ECG changes, although
areful monitoring of hemodynamics is needed when treadmill
xercise test is performed for pheochromocytoma patients.
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